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This subcourse will enable you to compile information on the country of concern from all
sources; research materials to isolate any information of strategic value; prepare strategic
intelligence reports, summaries, assessments, and reviews for dissemination; identify gaps in
holdings to supervisor/user personnel/agencies; recommend strategic intelligence gaps be
added to collection plan as priority intelligence requirements/information requirements (PIRIR);
dissemination approved studies/report to users to give you realistic practice in performing
strategic analysis, eachpractice exercise contains questions from appendixes.

About the AuthorRebecca Reilly graduated from the Cordon Bleu cooking school and from
Master Classes at the world-renowned Le Nôtre Pâtissier in Paris. She also worked with
Madeline Kamman for two years as her assistant. Reilly ran The Madd Apple, a popular
restaurant and café in Portland, Maine, and Rebecca's Kitchen, a catering firm. She was
regularly featured on WCSH, and hosted the New England Kitchen Holiday Kitchen, a series
that appears on public television in 125 markets. She currently does private catering and
teaches at the Cambridge School of Culinary Arts, where she has developed a gluten-free/
special needs and a childrens' curriculum. Rebecca and her two children are gluten-intolerant.
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Thank you for purchasing our ebook package.SUBCOURSE EDITIONIT0583 BUS ARMY
INTELLIGENCE CENTERSTRATEGIC INTELLIGENCESTRATEGIC INTELLIGENCEEDITION
BSubcourse number IT 0583US Army Intelligence Center and Fort Huachuca, AZ
85613-600010 Credit HoursEdition Date: September 1997SUBCOURSE OVERVIEWThis
subcourse will enable you to compile information on the country of concern from all sources;
research materials to isolate any information of strategic value; prepare strategic intelligence
reports, summaries, assessments, and reviews for dissemination; identify gaps in holdings to
supervisor/user personnel/agencies; recommend strategic intelligence gaps be added to
collection plan as priority intelligence requirements/information requirements (PIRIR);
dissemination approved studies/report to users to give you realistic practice in performing
strategic analysis, each practice exercise contains questions from appendixes.There are no
prerequisites for this subcourse.This subcourse reflects the doctrine which was current at the
time the subcourse was prepared. In your own work situation, always refer to the latest
publications.The words 'he," hi, 'his," and "men', when used in this publication, represent both
the masculine and feminine genders unless otherwise stated.TERMINAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVEACTION:probable courses of action of the a. Military capabilities,
vulnerabilities,country of interest.b. Biographic and geographic information.c. Social, political,
economic, cultural, and scientific data. d. Armed forces intelligence.CONDITIONS: You will be
given narrative information and illustrations from FM 34-1.STANDARDS:You will be able to
compile information on the country of concern from all sources and research materials to isolate
any information of strategic value concerning but not limited to the following:To demonstrate
competency of this task, you must achieve a minimum of 70% on the subcourse examination.i
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LESSON 1STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCECRITICAL TASK: 301-336-3604
301-336-4605OVERVIEWLESSON DESCRIPTION:In this lesson, you will define strategic
intelligence and components. You will also describe collection and coverage, sources of
information, evaluation of sources of information, interpretation, dissemination of strategic
information, and report preparation.TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE:ACTIONS: To define
strategic intelligence and identify the components of strategic intelligence and to describe the
material and procedures needed or used for gathering information of a strategic
value.CONDITIONS: You will be given narrative information and illustrations from FM
34-1.STANDARDS: You will define strategic intelligence and identify the components of strategic
intelligence and know how to collect information of a strategic value from various sources and
evaluate and test sources and information.REFERENCES: The material contained in this lesson
was derived from the following publications:FM 34-1STP 34-96B14-SM-TGINTRODUCTIONThe
aim of this subcourse is to assist you in the performance of your duties as a strategic intelligence
analyst. The purpose of this lesson is to ensure your understanding of military capabilities and
vulnerabilities; geographic and biographic information; social, political, economic, cultural,
scientific data; and armed forces intelligence.By recognizing the capabilities and vulnerabilities
of the militaries of the world, you will be able to better collect, evaluate, test, and disseminate



valuable strategic information to and from your unit.PART A: DEFINE STRATEGIC
INTELLIGENCE AND COMPONENTSGeneral : An intelligence analyst must be able to
distinguish between strategic and tactical intelligence. In general, the distinction lies within the
scope and application of collection processing techniques.Tactical Intelligence : Tactical
intelligence focuses on the enemy and environment and is obtained through such means as:
interrogation, ground and aerial reconnaissance /surveillance, signals intelligence,
counterintelligence, technical intelligence, imagery interpretation, and sensory data obtained
from target acquisition and night observation devices. Tactical intelligence objectives are limited,
short-ranged, and directed at immediate requirements for the tactical commander.Strategic
Intelligence : Strategic intelligence is required for the formation of policy and military plans at
national and international levels. Unlike tactical intelligence, strategic intelligence is oriented on
national objectives, assisting in determining their feasibility, and planning methods of
accomplishment.OVERLAPPING INTERESTS OF STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL
INTELLIGENCE : Strategic and tactical intelligence, though treated as separate categories of
intelligence, do have functional subcategories. These include: Order of Battle (OB), technical,
target, terrain, and weather intelligence. Information gathered and intelligence produced for
strategic purposes is useful in the conduct of tactical operations and will include maps, charts,
beach and port studies, rivers, trafficability studies, lines of communication, hydrology, climate,
and OB studies on foreign armies. Tactical commanders planning a beach assault will need
strategic studies in order to prepare their battle plans. Likewise, information collected by combat
units helps produce strategic intelligence. For example, questioning of enemy prisoners of war
(EPW) and other people of intelligence value captured during combat operations would aid
strategic planners by providing information on political and economic conditions in the area of
operations (AO). Tactical operations could turn up new enemy weapons or equipment that will
require technical appraisals at the strategic level. This makes it important that battlefield
information on enemy forces be reported up through channels so the proper user will have it
available. What may not appear valuable to the tactical user could be of major significance to the
strategic planner. Collection managers at all levels must assure strategic information from
supporting units is processed expediently to the requesting units. This is critical due to the
overlapping interest shared by tactical and strategic intelligence users.Oriented on national
objectives, strategic intelligence assists in determining feasible national intelligence objectives
and furnishing a basis for planning methods to accomplish them. Factors which influence the
military capabilities, vulnerabilities, and probable courses of action of nations are considered
components of strategic intelligence.All militarily significant aspects of national life are of interest
to strategic intelligence, not just local situations or strictly military affairs. Although strategic
intelligence is produced in both peacetime and wartime, its production is seldom easy because
it requires the collection and evaluation of masses of complex and detailed information.This total
intelligence includes information about the economy, politics, culture, number and composition
of the population, and tensions which exist among various groups in the country.Large amounts



of information are available about every country in the world. However, this information is not
always readily available because it is located in many different places. Often it is contained in
publications and references used or understood only by specialists in a particular research
field.Whatever the source, huge amounts of information are collected to be evaluated,
interpreted, and used or discarded. The information must be separated into categories to
eliminate the chaos resulting from uncoordinated information and facilitate the collection of
further information. These categories are called the components of strategic intelligence. These
components include* Geographic.* Transportation.* Telecommunications.* Sociological.*
Political.* Economic.* Scientific.* Biographic.* Armed forces.The division of strategic intelligence
into the components described above provides a useful system of organization for analytical
purposes. The source materials relating to each of these components are studied by specialists
who then pass their reports on to strategic intelligence analysts. The analysts collect and
combine the reports in order to compile an estimate of the capabilities, vulnerabilities, and
probable courses of action of the nation under consideration. None of the components should
be considered alone. Also, it must be realized the value of the components varies from country
to country.The geographic component is one of the largest and most complex categories
studied by strategic intelligence analysts. Geography is the scientific study of the earth's surface,
the relatively thin layer which extends a few miles under the surface. The two general divisions of
geographic study are physical and cultural.Physical features include climate and weather,
surface configuration, soils, minerals, surface and underground water, plant and animal life, and
other natural aspects of man's environment. Cultural features are those which are made by man,
such as buildings, roads, factories. Many features, such as cultivated lands and the vegetation of
an inhabited area are both natural and cultural.Several kinds of geographic inquiry are of special
interest to strategic intelligence. These include economic and political geography,
geomorphology, and climatology.Economic geography is the study of production, the natural
resources upon which production is based; and trade.Political geography is the study of the
relationship between the state and the land.Geomorphology, the study of earth forms, is one of
the most important aspects of geography from both a tactical and strategic point of view.
Knowledge of the origin and evolution of topographic features provides information on
trafficability of soils, ease of entrenchment, and availability of construction materials.Climatology
is the study of weather and climate. The weather of any place is the total of its atmospheric
conditions for a short period of time. Climate is a composite of long-range averages of short-
term weather conditions.The transportation component includes all types of transportation, even
the most primitive. Many shipments move by several different types of transportation during a
single journey; and in case of damage to a system, one form may be a temporary substitute for
another.The telecommunication component is the science of electronic communication,
principally the transmission of sounds and images by telegraph, telephone, radio, and television.
Industry and commerce are based on rapid communication, and the basis of successful national
defense is instantaneous communication between key points.The sociological component gets



its name from sociology, which is the study of human groups and the relationship of the
individual to the group. This component is used to achieve an understanding of what the
population of a country is like as a whole, how it tends to behave; and the nature and distribution
of various groups. The major aim of sociological intelligence is to determine the size,
characteristics; and effectiveness of the labor force and potential military manpower. Differences
in health, wealth, religion, education, and social status provide opportunities to use propaganda
against the populace.The political component is essential to any assessment of a government's
operation and organization. The decision to wage war is essentially a political decision;
therefore, who the rules are, how they operate, what their political views are, and what controls
they have over the government are some of: the more cogent facts to be determined. A study of
political parties in democratic countries helps to determine the stability of the political system.
Two other factors of extreme importance in assessing a country are its internal structure and
foreign relations.The economic component concerns itself with the extent and utilization of
natural and human resources and the industrial potential of nations. Economic intelligence will
include information concerning the economic structure and strategic materials of a nation.The
scientific component is important in the development of a country. Large populations and great
stores of raw materials do not assure formidable military power unless the country Is also
advanced in science and technology. The time lag between the discoveries of basic research
and their application by applied research has narrowed to the extent that today's discovery may
be tomorrow's weapon. There is no purely national science, for science is international;
therefore, when a secret weapon or technique is created in one country, there is an immediate
review of the basic research which could have resulted in this development. Eventually the
weapon or technique can be created independently.The biographic component considers
personalities in relationship with one or more of the components listed above. It deals with the
study of biographies of foreign individuals who are of actual or potential importance. By applying
historical analysis to the lives of these political and military leaders, information can be obtained
to aid in predicting their probable future courses of action. The methods used in collecting,
evaluating, and compiling biographical information are regarded as an important separate
study.The armed forces component is probably regarded as the most important component of
strategic intelligence, because it deals with the direct, physical means by which a nation wages
war. Factors involved include the size, organization, capacity for expansion, effectiveness,
tactics, and strategic practices of a nation. A thorough study of foreign armed forces is important
in shaping US military organizational doctrine. It also provides our military departments with
concepts which may be adapted to our use, or for which countermeasures may be
developed.PART B: DESCRIBE COLLECTION AND COVERAGE, SOURCES OF
INFORMATION, AND EVALUATION AND TESTING OF SOURCES AND
INFORMATIONCollection in the strategic intelligence sense is defined as the systematic
development and exploitation of the most widely ranging, as well as the most intensive, sources
of information. The chain of collection is completed by timely reporting of the data obtained.The



collection phase is sometimes confused with the entire intelligence process, because It is the
most easily understood. This tendency has sometimes led to an overemphasis on collection.
Masses of raw information have been accumulated and then completely evaluated. Collection is
only one step in the intelligence cycle, but it is neither more nor less important than the
dissemination phase or the production phase. The two basic types of collection used for
strategic intelligence are field collection and static collection.Field collection uses both overt and
covert means to get information while using primary and secondary sources. Overt information is
obtained through open means. Covert collection is planned and executed to conceal the identity
of, or permit plausible denial by, either the sponsor or the source of the information. Another
distinction within the collection process can be made between surveillance and research.
Surveillance can be compared to field collection and research compared to static
collection.Static collection operates overtly and may utilize both primary and secondary sources
for information. It consists of gathering information from archives, files, books, newspapers, and
other documentary materials.Personnel and agencies must know and understand the
requirements of the intelligence producing organization they support. They must be kept
informed of shifts of Interest or of emphasis, as well as the priorities, in the collection effort. The
process of supplying these requirements to the collector is called guidance.Guidance must be
furnished to the collector by the intelligence producer, just as the producer is guided by the
requirements for finished intelligence given him by top-level planners or commanders who use
the intelligence. To avoid wasted effort and ensure the fulfillment of informational requirements, it
is essential the intelligence producers give continuous detailed and realistic guidance to the
information collectors. Guidance is divided into two principal categories, initial, and follow-
up.Initial guidance is used to decide what is required, and involves listing the specifications and
parameters of what is desired.Follow-up guidance is the continuous periodic briefing of the
collectors on changing or modifying requirements enabling them to direct their own collection
efforts more efficiently.Intelligence producers supply guidance to the collectors through
directives and evaluations on the collection plan. The level from which the guidance comes and
the level for which it is intended will usually determine which form to use. Initial guidance is
usually provided through directives, and follow-up guidance is normally best furnished through
evaluations and comments on the collection plan.Directives may be as specific and limited as
the PIR/IR issued by a military commander for a single operation, or as broad as a defense
intelligence collection requirements manual issued by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). In
general, it may be said that a directive establishes the direction and scope of collection activity,
whereas an evaluation is intended to focus attention on one or more narrow aspects of the target
or collection effort.Evaluations of selected reports are forwarded to the collecting agency by the
Intelligence producing agency. The producer usually includes his comments on the value of the
report as well as appropriate guidance for the reporting officer or agency. For this reason, most
agencies try to evaluate those reports which are outstanding in some respect, or of unusual
interest or value. Very often the producers evaluate reports at the specific request of the



collecting agency.We have seen that one of the major Ingredients In the collection phase of the
intelligence process is the element of guidance. Without this the efforts of the collectors may be
wasted. Given adequate guidance and sufficient personnel, funds, and equipment to operate
effectively, the collectors themselves must provide the next essential Ingredient,
coverage.Coverage means the systematic and full exploitation of all possible sources of
Information by the collectors. It implies the collecting agencies must not only exploit fully all the
sources of information available to them, but they must use their Initiative to develop new
sources. Problem areas affecting the collector are:* Collecting facts.* Overcoming collection
obstacles.* Obtaining the information the producer requires.* Being alert to collection items of
importance to the producer.The two basic types of coverage are:Area coverage involves the
active and systematic surveillance of an area and its inhabitants. It is normally performed in the
field and used to detect and report on activities of actual or potential strategic interest. The
collector serves a number of researchers within his area of responsibility. The collector is not
necessarily interested in one subject. He is on the ground to collect not only what he is tasked to
collect, but also anything of significance which can be collected. The collector watches his area
of responsibility like the researcher watches and explores the subject. This is known as area
coverage.CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE SOME TIME FOR PLENTY OF ARTICES ABOUT SELF
DEFENSE, SURVIVAL, FIREARMS AND MILITARY MANUALS.http://www.survivalebooks.com/
Thank you for purchasing our ebook package.SUBCOURSE EDITIONIT0583 BUS ARMY
INTELLIGENCE CENTERSTRATEGIC INTELLIGENCESTRATEGIC INTELLIGENCEEDITION
BSubcourse number IT 0583US Army Intelligence Center and Fort Huachuca, AZ
85613-600010 Credit HoursEdition Date: September 1997SUBCOURSE OVERVIEWThis
subcourse will enable you to compile information on the country of concern from all sources;
research materials to isolate any information of strategic value; prepare strategic intelligence
reports, summaries, assessments, and reviews for dissemination; identify gaps in holdings to
supervisor/user personnel/agencies; recommend strategic intelligence gaps be added to
collection plan as priority intelligence requirements/information requirements (PIRIR);
dissemination approved studies/report to users to give you realistic practice in performing
strategic analysis, each practice exercise contains questions from appendixes.There are no
prerequisites for this subcourse.This subcourse reflects the doctrine which was current at the
time the subcourse was prepared. In your own work situation, always refer to the latest
publications.The words 'he," hi, 'his," and "men', when used in this publication, represent both
the masculine and feminine genders unless otherwise stated.TERMINAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVEACTION:probable courses of action of the a. Military capabilities,
vulnerabilities,country of interest.b. Biographic and geographic information.c. Social, political,
economic, cultural, and scientific data. d. Armed forces intelligence.CONDITIONS: You will be
given narrative information and illustrations from FM 34-1.STANDARDS:You will be able to
compile information on the country of concern from all sources and research materials to isolate
any information of strategic value concerning but not limited to the following:To demonstrate



competency of this task, you must achieve a minimum of 70% on the subcourse examination.i
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LESSON 1STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCECRITICAL TASK: 301-336-3604
301-336-4605OVERVIEWLESSON DESCRIPTION:In this lesson, you will define strategic
intelligence and components. You will also describe collection and coverage, sources of



information, evaluation of sources of information, interpretation, dissemination of strategic
information, and report preparation.TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE:ACTIONS: To define
strategic intelligence and identify the components of strategic intelligence and to describe the
material and procedures needed or used for gathering information of a strategic
value.CONDITIONS: You will be given narrative information and illustrations from FM
34-1.STANDARDS: You will define strategic intelligence and identify the components of strategic
intelligence and know how to collect information of a strategic value from various sources and
evaluate and test sources and information.REFERENCES: The material contained in this lesson
was derived from the following publications:FM 34-1STP 34-96B14-SM-TGINTRODUCTIONThe
aim of this subcourse is to assist you in the performance of your duties as a strategic intelligence
analyst. The purpose of this lesson is to ensure your understanding of military capabilities and
vulnerabilities; geographic and biographic information; social, political, economic, cultural,
scientific data; and armed forces intelligence.By recognizing the capabilities and vulnerabilities
of the militaries of the world, you will be able to better collect, evaluate, test, and disseminate
valuable strategic information to and from your unit.PART A: DEFINE STRATEGIC
INTELLIGENCE AND COMPONENTSGeneral : An intelligence analyst must be able to
distinguish between strategic and tactical intelligence. In general, the distinction lies within the
scope and application of collection processing techniques.Tactical Intelligence : Tactical
intelligence focuses on the enemy and environment and is obtained through such means as:
interrogation, ground and aerial reconnaissance /surveillance, signals intelligence,
counterintelligence, technical intelligence, imagery interpretation, and sensory data obtained
from target acquisition and night observation devices. Tactical intelligence objectives are limited,
short-ranged, and directed at immediate requirements for the tactical commander.Strategic
Intelligence : Strategic intelligence is required for the formation of policy and military plans at
national and international levels. Unlike tactical intelligence, strategic intelligence is oriented on
national objectives, assisting in determining their feasibility, and planning methods of
accomplishment.OVERLAPPING INTERESTS OF STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL
INTELLIGENCE : Strategic and tactical intelligence, though treated as separate categories of
intelligence, do have functional subcategories. These include: Order of Battle (OB), technical,
target, terrain, and weather intelligence. Information gathered and intelligence produced for
strategic purposes is useful in the conduct of tactical operations and will include maps, charts,
beach and port studies, rivers, trafficability studies, lines of communication, hydrology, climate,
and OB studies on foreign armies. Tactical commanders planning a beach assault will need
strategic studies in order to prepare their battle plans. Likewise, information collected by combat
units helps produce strategic intelligence. For example, questioning of enemy prisoners of war
(EPW) and other people of intelligence value captured during combat operations would aid
strategic planners by providing information on political and economic conditions in the area of
operations (AO). Tactical operations could turn up new enemy weapons or equipment that will
require technical appraisals at the strategic level. This makes it important that battlefield



information on enemy forces be reported up through channels so the proper user will have it
available. What may not appear valuable to the tactical user could be of major significance to the
strategic planner. Collection managers at all levels must assure strategic information from
supporting units is processed expediently to the requesting units. This is critical due to the
overlapping interest shared by tactical and strategic intelligence users.Oriented on national
objectives, strategic intelligence assists in determining feasible national intelligence objectives
and furnishing a basis for planning methods to accomplish them. Factors which influence the
military capabilities, vulnerabilities, and probable courses of action of nations are considered
components of strategic intelligence.All militarily significant aspects of national life are of interest
to strategic intelligence, not just local situations or strictly military affairs. Although strategic
intelligence is produced in both peacetime and wartime, its production is seldom easy because
it requires the collection and evaluation of masses of complex and detailed information.This total
intelligence includes information about the economy, politics, culture, number and composition
of the population, and tensions which exist among various groups in the country.Large amounts
of information are available about every country in the world. However, this information is not
always readily available because it is located in many different places. Often it is contained in
publications and references used or understood only by specialists in a particular research
field.Whatever the source, huge amounts of information are collected to be evaluated,
interpreted, and used or discarded. The information must be separated into categories to
eliminate the chaos resulting from uncoordinated information and facilitate the collection of
further information. These categories are called the components of strategic intelligence. These
components include* Geographic.* Transportation.* Telecommunications.* Sociological.*
Political.* Economic.* Scientific.* Biographic.* Armed forces.The division of strategic intelligence
into the components described above provides a useful system of organization for analytical
purposes. The source materials relating to each of these components are studied by specialists
who then pass their reports on to strategic intelligence analysts. The analysts collect and
combine the reports in order to compile an estimate of the capabilities, vulnerabilities, and
probable courses of action of the nation under consideration. None of the components should
be considered alone. Also, it must be realized the value of the components varies from country
to country.The geographic component is one of the largest and most complex categories
studied by strategic intelligence analysts. Geography is the scientific study of the earth's surface,
the relatively thin layer which extends a few miles under the surface. The two general divisions of
geographic study are physical and cultural.Physical features include climate and weather,
surface configuration, soils, minerals, surface and underground water, plant and animal life, and
other natural aspects of man's environment. Cultural features are those which are made by man,
such as buildings, roads, factories. Many features, such as cultivated lands and the vegetation of
an inhabited area are both natural and cultural.Several kinds of geographic inquiry are of special
interest to strategic intelligence. These include economic and political geography,
geomorphology, and climatology.Economic geography is the study of production, the natural



resources upon which production is based; and trade.Political geography is the study of the
relationship between the state and the land.Geomorphology, the study of earth forms, is one of
the most important aspects of geography from both a tactical and strategic point of view.
Knowledge of the origin and evolution of topographic features provides information on
trafficability of soils, ease of entrenchment, and availability of construction materials.Climatology
is the study of weather and climate. The weather of any place is the total of its atmospheric
conditions for a short period of time. Climate is a composite of long-range averages of short-
term weather conditions.The transportation component includes all types of transportation, even
the most primitive. Many shipments move by several different types of transportation during a
single journey; and in case of damage to a system, one form may be a temporary substitute for
another.The telecommunication component is the science of electronic communication,
principally the transmission of sounds and images by telegraph, telephone, radio, and television.
Industry and commerce are based on rapid communication, and the basis of successful national
defense is instantaneous communication between key points.The sociological component gets
its name from sociology, which is the study of human groups and the relationship of the
individual to the group. This component is used to achieve an understanding of what the
population of a country is like as a whole, how it tends to behave; and the nature and distribution
of various groups. The major aim of sociological intelligence is to determine the size,
characteristics; and effectiveness of the labor force and potential military manpower. Differences
in health, wealth, religion, education, and social status provide opportunities to use propaganda
against the populace.The political component is essential to any assessment of a government's
operation and organization. The decision to wage war is essentially a political decision;
therefore, who the rules are, how they operate, what their political views are, and what controls
they have over the government are some of: the more cogent facts to be determined. A study of
political parties in democratic countries helps to determine the stability of the political system.
Two other factors of extreme importance in assessing a country are its internal structure and
foreign relations.The economic component concerns itself with the extent and utilization of
natural and human resources and the industrial potential of nations. Economic intelligence will
include information concerning the economic structure and strategic materials of a nation.The
scientific component is important in the development of a country. Large populations and great
stores of raw materials do not assure formidable military power unless the country Is also
advanced in science and technology. The time lag between the discoveries of basic research
and their application by applied research has narrowed to the extent that today's discovery may
be tomorrow's weapon. There is no purely national science, for science is international;
therefore, when a secret weapon or technique is created in one country, there is an immediate
review of the basic research which could have resulted in this development. Eventually the
weapon or technique can be created independently.The biographic component considers
personalities in relationship with one or more of the components listed above. It deals with the
study of biographies of foreign individuals who are of actual or potential importance. By applying



historical analysis to the lives of these political and military leaders, information can be obtained
to aid in predicting their probable future courses of action. The methods used in collecting,
evaluating, and compiling biographical information are regarded as an important separate
study.The armed forces component is probably regarded as the most important component of
strategic intelligence, because it deals with the direct, physical means by which a nation wages
war. Factors involved include the size, organization, capacity for expansion, effectiveness,
tactics, and strategic practices of a nation. A thorough study of foreign armed forces is important
in shaping US military organizational doctrine. It also provides our military departments with
concepts which may be adapted to our use, or for which countermeasures may be
developed.PART B: DESCRIBE COLLECTION AND COVERAGE, SOURCES OF
INFORMATION, AND EVALUATION AND TESTING OF SOURCES AND
INFORMATIONCollection in the strategic intelligence sense is defined as the systematic
development and exploitation of the most widely ranging, as well as the most intensive, sources
of information. The chain of collection is completed by timely reporting of the data obtained.The
collection phase is sometimes confused with the entire intelligence process, because It is the
most easily understood. This tendency has sometimes led to an overemphasis on collection.
Masses of raw information have been accumulated and then completely evaluated. Collection is
only one step in the intelligence cycle, but it is neither more nor less important than the
dissemination phase or the production phase. The two basic types of collection used for
strategic intelligence are field collection and static collection.Field collection uses both overt and
covert means to get information while using primary and secondary sources. Overt information is
obtained through open means. Covert collection is planned and executed to conceal the identity
of, or permit plausible denial by, either the sponsor or the source of the information. Another
distinction within the collection process can be made between surveillance and research.
Surveillance can be compared to field collection and research compared to static
collection.Static collection operates overtly and may utilize both primary and secondary sources
for information. It consists of gathering information from archives, files, books, newspapers, and
other documentary materials.Personnel and agencies must know and understand the
requirements of the intelligence producing organization they support. They must be kept
informed of shifts of Interest or of emphasis, as well as the priorities, in the collection effort. The
process of supplying these requirements to the collector is called guidance.Guidance must be
furnished to the collector by the intelligence producer, just as the producer is guided by the
requirements for finished intelligence given him by top-level planners or commanders who use
the intelligence. To avoid wasted effort and ensure the fulfillment of informational requirements, it
is essential the intelligence producers give continuous detailed and realistic guidance to the
information collectors. Guidance is divided into two principal categories, initial, and follow-
up.Initial guidance is used to decide what is required, and involves listing the specifications and
parameters of what is desired.Follow-up guidance is the continuous periodic briefing of the
collectors on changing or modifying requirements enabling them to direct their own collection



efforts more efficiently.Intelligence producers supply guidance to the collectors through
directives and evaluations on the collection plan. The level from which the guidance comes and
the level for which it is intended will usually determine which form to use. Initial guidance is
usually provided through directives, and follow-up guidance is normally best furnished through
evaluations and comments on the collection plan.Directives may be as specific and limited as
the PIR/IR issued by a military commander for a single operation, or as broad as a defense
intelligence collection requirements manual issued by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). In
general, it may be said that a directive establishes the direction and scope of collection activity,
whereas an evaluation is intended to focus attention on one or more narrow aspects of the target
or collection effort.Evaluations of selected reports are forwarded to the collecting agency by the
Intelligence producing agency. The producer usually includes his comments on the value of the
report as well as appropriate guidance for the reporting officer or agency. For this reason, most
agencies try to evaluate those reports which are outstanding in some respect, or of unusual
interest or value. Very often the producers evaluate reports at the specific request of the
collecting agency.We have seen that one of the major Ingredients In the collection phase of the
intelligence process is the element of guidance. Without this the efforts of the collectors may be
wasted. Given adequate guidance and sufficient personnel, funds, and equipment to operate
effectively, the collectors themselves must provide the next essential Ingredient,
coverage.Coverage means the systematic and full exploitation of all possible sources of
Information by the collectors. It implies the collecting agencies must not only exploit fully all the
sources of information available to them, but they must use their Initiative to develop new
sources. Problem areas affecting the collector are:* Collecting facts.* Overcoming collection
obstacles.* Obtaining the information the producer requires.* Being alert to collection items of
importance to the producer.The two basic types of coverage are:Area coverage involves the
active and systematic surveillance of an area and its inhabitants. It is normally performed in the
field and used to detect and report on activities of actual or potential strategic interest. The
collector serves a number of researchers within his area of responsibility. The collector is not
necessarily interested in one subject. He is on the ground to collect not only what he is tasked to
collect, but also anything of significance which can be collected. The collector watches his area
of responsibility like the researcher watches and explores the subject. This is known as area
coverage.CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE SOME TIME FOR PLENTY OF ARTICES ABOUT SELF
DEFENSE, SURVIVAL, FIREARMS AND MILITARY MANUALS.http://www.survivalebooks.com/
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subcourse will enable you to compile information on the country of concern from all sources;
research materials to isolate any information of strategic value; prepare strategic intelligence
reports, summaries, assessments, and reviews for dissemination; identify gaps in holdings to



supervisor/user personnel/agencies; recommend strategic intelligence gaps be added to
collection plan as priority intelligence requirements/information requirements (PIRIR);
dissemination approved studies/report to users to give you realistic practice in performing
strategic analysis, each practice exercise contains questions from appendixes.There are no
prerequisites for this subcourse.This subcourse reflects the doctrine which was current at the
time the subcourse was prepared. In your own work situation, always refer to the latest
publications.The words 'he," hi, 'his," and "men', when used in this publication, represent both
the masculine and feminine genders unless otherwise stated.TERMINAL LEARNING
OBJECTIVEACTION:probable courses of action of the a. Military capabilities, vulnerabilities,
country of interest.b. Biographic and geographic information.c. Social, political, economic,
cultural, and scientific data. d. Armed forces intelligence.CONDITIONS: You will be given
narrative information and illustrations from FM 34-1.STANDARDS: You will be able to compile
information on the country of concern from all sources and research materials to isolate any
information of strategic value concerning but not limited to the following:To demonstrate
competency of this task, you must achieve a minimum of 70% on the subcourse examination.i
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LESSON 1STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCECRITICAL TASK: 301-336-3604
301-336-4605OVERVIEWLESSON DESCRIPTION: In this lesson, you will define strategic
intelligence and components. You will also describe collection and coverage, sources of
information, evaluation of sources of information, interpretation, dissemination of strategic
information, and report preparation.TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE:ACTIONS: To define
strategic intelligence and identify the components of strategic intelligence and to describe the
material and procedures needed or used for gathering information of a strategic
value.CONDITIONS: You will be given narrative information and illustrations from FM
34-1.STANDARDS: You will define strategic intelligence and identify the components of strategic
intelligence and know how to collect information of a strategic value from various sources and
evaluate and test sources and information.REFERENCES: The material contained in this lesson
was derived from the following publications:FM 34-1STP 34-96B14-SM-TGINTRODUCTION
The aim of this subcourse is to assist you in the performance of your duties as a strategic
intelligence analyst. The purpose of this lesson is to ensure your understanding of military
capabilities and vulnerabilities; geographic and biographic information; social, political,
economic, cultural, scientific data; and armed forces intelligence.By recognizing the capabilities
and vulnerabilities of the militaries of the world, you will be able to better collect, evaluate, test,
and disseminate valuable strategic information to and from your unit.PART A: DEFINE
STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE AND COMPONENTS General : An intelligence analyst must be
able to distinguish between strategic and tactical intelligence. In general, the distinction lies
within the scope and application of collection processing techniques.Tactical Intelligence :
Tactical intelligence focuses on the enemy and environment and is obtained through such
means as: interrogation, ground and aerial reconnaissance /surveillance, signals intelligence,
counterintelligence, technical intelligence, imagery interpretation, and sensory data obtained
from target acquisition and night observation devices. Tactical intelligence objectives are limited,
short-ranged, and directed at immediate requirements for the tactical commander.Strategic
Intelligence : Strategic intelligence is required for the formation of policy and military plans at
national and international levels. Unlike tactical intelligence, strategic intelligence is oriented on



national objectives, assisting in determining their feasibility, and planning methods of
accomplishment.OVERLAPPING INTERESTS OF STRATEGIC AND TACTICAL
INTELLIGENCE : Strategic and tactical intelligence, though treated as separate categories of
intelligence, do have functional subcategories. These include: Order of Battle (OB), technical,
target, terrain, and weather intelligence. Information gathered and intelligence produced for
strategic purposes is useful in the conduct of tactical operations and will include maps, charts,
beach and port studies, rivers, trafficability studies, lines of communication, hydrology, climate,
and OB studies on foreign armies. Tactical commanders planning a beach assault will need
strategic studies in order to prepare their battle plans. Likewise, information collected by combat
units helps produce strategic intelligence. For example, questioning of enemy prisoners of war
(EPW) and other people of intelligence value captured during combat operations would aid
strategic planners by providing information on political and economic conditions in the area of
operations (AO). Tactical operations could turn up new enemy weapons or equipment that will
require technical appraisals at the strategic level. This makes it important that battlefield
information on enemy forces be reported up through channels so the proper user will have it
available. What may not appear valuable to the tactical user could be of major significance to the
strategic planner. Collection managers at all levels must assure strategic information from
supporting units is processed expediently to the requesting units. This is critical due to the
overlapping interest shared by tactical and strategic intelligence users.Oriented on national
objectives, strategic intelligence assists in determining feasible national intelligence objectives
and furnishing a basis for planning methods to accomplish them. Factors which influence the
military capabilities, vulnerabilities, and probable courses of action of nations are considered
components of strategic intelligence.All militarily significant aspects of national life are of interest
to strategic intelligence, not just local situations or strictly military affairs. Although strategic
intelligence is produced in both peacetime and wartime, its production is seldom easy because
it requires the collection and evaluation of masses of complex and detailed information.This total
intelligence includes information about the economy, politics, culture, number and composition
of the population, and tensions which exist among various groups in the country.Large amounts
of information are available about every country in the world. However, this information is not
always readily available because it is located in many different places. Often it is contained in
publications and references used or understood only by specialists in a particular research
field.Whatever the source, huge amounts of information are collected to be evaluated,
interpreted, and used or discarded. The information must be separated into categories to
eliminate the chaos resulting from uncoordinated information and facilitate the collection of
further information. These categories are called the components of strategic intelligence. These
components include* Geographic.* Transportation.* Telecommunications.* Sociological.*
Political.* Economic.* Scientific.* Biographic.* Armed forces. The division of strategic
intelligence into the components described above provides a useful system of organization for
analytical purposes. The source materials relating to each of these components are studied by



specialists who then pass their reports on to strategic intelligence analysts. The analysts collect
and combine the reports in order to compile an estimate of the capabilities, vulnerabilities, and
probable courses of action of the nation under consideration. None of the components should
be considered alone. Also, it must be realized the value of the components varies from country
to country.The geographic component is one of the largest and most complex categories
studied by strategic intelligence analysts. Geography is the scientific study of the earth's surface,
the relatively thin layer which extends a few miles under the surface. The two general divisions of
geographic study are physical and cultural.Physical features include climate and weather,
surface configuration, soils, minerals, surface and underground water, plant and animal life, and
other natural aspects of man's environment. Cultural features are those which are made by man,
such as buildings, roads, factories. Many features, such as cultivated lands and the vegetation of
an inhabited area are both natural and cultural.Several kinds of geographic inquiry are of special
interest to strategic intelligence. These include economic and political geography,
geomorphology, and climatology.Economic geography is the study of production, the natural
resources upon which production is based; and trade.Political geography is the study of the
relationship between the state and the land. Geomorphology, the study of earth forms, is one of
the most important aspects of geography from both a tactical and strategic point of view.
Knowledge of the origin and evolution of topographic features provides information on
trafficability of soils, ease of entrenchment, and availability of construction materials.Climatology
is the study of weather and climate. The weather of any place is the total of its atmospheric
conditions for a short period of time. Climate is a composite of long-range averages of short-
term weather conditions.The transportation component includes all types of transportation, even
the most primitive. Many shipments move by several different types of transportation during a
single journey; and in case of damage to a system, one form may be a temporary substitute for
another.The telecommunication component is the science of electronic communication,
principally the transmission of sounds and images by telegraph, telephone, radio, and television.
Industry and commerce are based on rapid communication, and the basis of successful national
defense is instantaneous communication between key points.The sociological component gets
its name from sociology, which is the study of human groups and the relationship of the
individual to the group. This component is used to achieve an understanding of what the
population of a country is like as a whole, how it tends to behave; and the nature and distribution
of various groups. The major aim of sociological intelligence is to determine the size,
characteristics; and effectiveness of the labor force and potential military manpower. Differences
in health, wealth, religion, education, and social status provide opportunities to use propaganda
against the populace.The political component is essential to any assessment of a government's
operation and organization. The decision to wage war is essentially a political decision;
therefore, who the rules are, how they operate, what their political views are, and what controls
they have over the government are some of: the more cogent facts to be determined. A study of
political parties in democratic countries helps to determine the stability of the political system.



Two other factors of extreme importance in assessing a country are its internal structure and
foreign relations.The economic component concerns itself with the extent and utilization of
natural and human resources and the industrial potential of nations. Economic intelligence will
include information concerning the economic structure and strategic materials of a nation.The
scientific component is important in the development of a country. Large populations and great
stores of raw materials do not assure formidable military power unless the country Is also
advanced in science and technology. The time lag between the discoveries of basic research
and their application by applied research has narrowed to the extent that today's discovery may
be tomorrow's weapon. There is no purely national science, for science is international;
therefore, when a secret weapon or technique is created in one country, there is an immediate
review of the basic research which could have resulted in this development. Eventually the
weapon or technique can be created independently.The biographic component considers
personalities in relationship with one or more of the components listed above. It deals with the
study of biographies of foreign individuals who are of actual or potential importance. By applying
historical analysis to the lives of these political and military leaders, information can be obtained
to aid in predicting their probable future courses of action. The methods used in collecting,
evaluating, and compiling biographical information are regarded as an important separate
study.The armed forces component is probably regarded as the most important component of
strategic intelligence, because it deals with the direct, physical means by which a nation wages
war. Factors involved include the size, organization, capacity for expansion, effectiveness,
tactics, and strategic practices of a nation. A thorough study of foreign armed forces is important
in shaping US military organizational doctrine. It also provides our military departments with
concepts which may be adapted to our use, or for which countermeasures may be
developed.PART B: DESCRIBE COLLECTION AND COVERAGE, SOURCES OF
INFORMATION, AND EVALUATION AND TESTING OF SOURCES AND INFORMATION
Collection in the strategic intelligence sense is defined as the systematic development and
exploitation of the most widely ranging, as well as the most intensive, sources of information.
The chain of collection is completed by timely reporting of the data obtained.The collection
phase is sometimes confused with the entire intelligence process, because It is the most easily
understood. This tendency has sometimes led to an overemphasis on collection. Masses of raw
information have been accumulated and then completely evaluated. Collection is only one step
in the intelligence cycle, but it is neither more nor less important than the dissemination phase or
the production phase. The two basic types of collection used for strategic intelligence are field
collection and static collection.Field collection uses both overt and covert means to get
information while using primary and secondary sources. Overt information is obtained through
open means. Covert collection is planned and executed to conceal the identity of, or permit
plausible denial by, either the sponsor or the source of the information. Another distinction within
the collection process can be made between surveillance and research. Surveillance can be
compared to field collection and research compared to static collection.Static collection



operates overtly and may utilize both primary and secondary sources for information. It consists
of gathering information from archives, files, books, newspapers, and other documentary
materials.Personnel and agencies must know and understand the requirements of the
intelligence producing organization they support. They must be kept informed of shifts of Interest
or of emphasis, as well as the priorities, in the collection effort. The process of supplying these
requirements to the collector is called guidance.Guidance must be furnished to the collector by
the intelligence producer, just as the producer is guided by the requirements for finished
intelligence given him by top-level planners or commanders who use the intelligence. To avoid
wasted effort and ensure the fulfillment of informational requirements, it is essential the
intelligence producers give continuous detailed and realistic guidance to the information
collectors. Guidance is divided into two principal categories, initial, and follow-up.Initial guidance
is used to decide what is required, and involves listing the specifications and parameters of what
is desired.Follow-up guidance is the continuous periodic briefing of the collectors on changing
or modifying requirements enabling them to direct their own collection efforts more efficiently.
Intelligence producers supply guidance to the collectors through directives and evaluations on
the collection plan. The level from which the guidance comes and the level for which it is
intended will usually determine which form to use. Initial guidance is usually provided through
directives, and follow-up guidance is normally best furnished through evaluations and comments
on the collection plan.Directives may be as specific and limited as the PIR/IR issued by a military
commander for a single operation, or as broad as a defense intelligence collection requirements
manual issued by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). In general, it may be said that a
directive establishes the direction and scope of collection activity, whereas an evaluation is
intended to focus attention on one or more narrow aspects of the target or collection
effort.Evaluations of selected reports are forwarded to the collecting agency by the Intelligence
producing agency. The producer usually includes his comments on the value of the report as
well as appropriate guidance for the reporting officer or agency. For this reason, most agencies
try to evaluate those reports which are outstanding in some respect, or of unusual interest or
value. Very often the producers evaluate reports at the specific request of the collecting
agency.We have seen that one of the major Ingredients In the collection phase of the
intelligence process is the element of guidance. Without this the efforts of the collectors may be
wasted. Given adequate guidance and sufficient personnel, funds, and equipment to operate
effectively, the collectors themselves must provide the next essential Ingredient,
coverage.Coverage means the systematic and full exploitation of all possible sources of
Information by the collectors. It implies the collecting agencies must not only exploit fully all the
sources of information available to them, but they must use their Initiative to develop new
sources. Problem areas affecting the collector are:* Collecting facts.* Overcoming collection
obstacles.* Obtaining the information the producer requires.* Being alert to collection items of
importance to the producer.The two basic types of coverage are: Area coverage involves the
active and systematic surveillance of an area and its inhabitants. It is normally performed in the



field and used to detect and report on activities of actual or potential strategic interest. The
collector serves a number of researchers within his area of responsibility. The collector is not
necessarily interested in one subject. He is on the ground to collect not only what he is tasked to
collect, but also anything of significance which can be collected. The collector watches his area
of responsibility like the researcher watches and explores the subject. This is known as area
coverage.
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Robinsage, “Top-Shelf Intelligence Book. Strategic, Broad-based Training manuals are difficult
to find in terms of applicability-this book provides such information! As a Special Forces
Operator and Army Military Intelligence Officer, I endorse this book! It isn't going to provide "in
the weeds" details but it WILL provide great material to understand as operational planning
requires. This definately belongs on the bookshelf-I guarentee it won't collect much dust! It is
interesting and gives superb detailed considerations for any operational need.”

Albert Tacke, “This book is a must.. Highly recomended. Read it and then watch the news. Pretty
dry, but very informative.”

Kev, “Five Stars. I'm a spy now. Clearly this is all you need to be the next bond.”

Mac, “Five Stars. This is the real guts of true strategics from a military perspective.”

Memo Porter, “Five Stars. thank you”

The book by Avril Harper has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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